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despite these promising results, and for the first time in the history of hf with preserved ef, an np-guided approach failed to reduce events in this population. even though biomarkers have been shown to improve outcomes in hf with reduced ef, np is not a good tool for guiding therapy among patients with hf with preserved ef because np
levels do not change in response to therapy (8). thus, the rise in nps in the control arm represents an increased burden of disease and a lack of response to therapy, and not a true np response. in contrast, nt-probnp had a response to therapy in patients with hf with reduced ef (16). though guide-it used nt-probnp instead of np, what was

not included was a true np-guided approach, and the use of bnp may be a possible explanation for the inconsistent results. we know that bnp rises in hf with a reduced ef, but in our population, bnp does not rise in response to therapy. when we examined the guide-it trial data, this is reflected by the fact that bnp levels were similar
across treatment arms at baseline, and started to rise after the first event in the placebo group. thus, bnp in the control arm is unrelated to the increase in hf events, and their use as a biomarker is not supported. the protect study of a biomarker-guided approach to therapy in hf with preserved ef, unlike guide-it, used bnp and

demonstrated significantly improved outcomes for np-guided therapy. the protect study also included patients with mixed ef (i.e., hf with reduced ef and preserved ef). it was encouraging that the agent used in protect used a different pathophysiologic approach to metabolism (i., liraglutide) and that the agent was able to consistently
normalize nt-probnp levels in this population. if we use bnp as a biomarker, the guide-it trial could not detect a significant difference in outcomes, a difference which was observed in the protect study.
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in this issue of circulation: heart failure, lang et al 40 study the effect of valsartan on echocardiographic indices of left ventricular (lv) remodeling in patients with chronic systolic heart failure (chf) after myocardial infarction (mi). in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study, 104 patients were randomized to
treatment with valsartan or placebo. after a median of 32 weeks, valsartan significantly reduced lv end-systolic volume and left atrial diameter. valsartan therapy was also associated with a significant increase in lv ejection fraction, as well as a significant decrease in plasma brain natriuretic peptide levels. lv diastolic function was also

improved. there was no difference in the incidence of clinical events during the trial, but a marked increase in hospitalization for hf was observed in the placebo group. in this population with systolic heart failure (ejection fraction 5ec8ef588b
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